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and T p(Cl) = T p o d e - T p(B) .
Sinee d y(o) depends on1y on Cl and B, we ean put
11 PROPOSITION.
Cl + B : d e(o) •
Let n': (E' ,p' ,M)
There is a unique map
and n" - (E",p",M) be veetor bund1es.
t : T E' a TM TE" > T(E' a ME")
sueh that the fo110wing diagram lS eommutative
TE'a TE" .:.t__~)T(E'a E")TM M
de'ade"
for eaeh e':R ~ E' and e":R 4 E"
R d(e'ae")
sueh that
This map is a surjeetive 1inear homomorphism over TM.
2. - THE COTANGENT SPACE OF A BUNDLE.
~
Let n :(E,p,M) be a C bund1e.
1 DEFINITION.
The COTANGENT BUNDLE OF E lS the veetor bund1e
,. "
t E : (T E, PE'E) .
2 DEFINITION.
The HORIZONTAL BUNDLE OF T"E lS the pu11-baek veetor bund1e
where
(hT"E,nl,E),
"E xr1 T M
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,
Hence the following diagram is commutative
n2





3. PRDPDS IT IDN.
The transpose map of h : T E + h T E over E lS an injective map
•
The following diagram is commutative




In fact h T"'E lS the dual of h T E and h is surjective
4 PRDPDSITIDN.
•
Th . l . h T"'E ~ T"'Ee 1nc US10n ~ identifies h T"'E with the orthogonal of ,TE.
PRDDF.
In fact vTE lS the kernel of h •
5 DEFINITIDN.
The VERTICAL BUNDLE DF T"'E lS the quotient vector bundle
where
'" '" '\,v , E - (vT E, p E,E)
v T"'E = T"'E/hT"'E
•
The fo 11 owi ng • exact and the diagram commu ta t i vesequence lS
'" '"
v t·O »h T Ec ) T E t> vT E )0
P E
'\,
n' E P E
6 DEFINITION.
The COTANGENT BUNDLE OF
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E, ON
'"" (T E, '"v ,vT E).
The HORIZONTAL BUNDLE OF T"E, ON vT'"E, is the pull-back vector bundle
,. -.. - ..T E= (hT E, v,vT E)
v
where and - - n'v •
Hence the following diagram is commutative
n2 '"




The bundle '" ,. ..T E = (T E,v,vT E)
v
1S an affine bundle, whose vector bundle is
-," -. - ..





Ce] e .,,T E
e
= {a € T*Eiv(a)=[~}}.
e
Since .. ..v : T E ~ vT E i s a l i nea r ma p, then v-! [BJ
e e e
1S an affine space,
whose vector snace is
•
Ker v - h T"E .
e e
Hence T"E is an affine bundle on vT*E and a vector bundle on E.
8 PROPOS ITI ON.
Let n" (E,p,M)
Let
be an affine bundle, whose vector bundle is
., '" - ..
v : T E ~ ExME
- -
-n - (E,p,M) .
be the transpose map of the inclusion
-ExME 'C vTE
The following sequence is exact
--+, TE - •
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o .. hT*'E '---> T*'E -+ ExME*' .. O
Then there is a unique homomorphism over E
*' -*vT E -+ ExME
such that the following diagram is commutative
,
5uch a map 1S an isomorphism •
We will often make the identification
9 We define the map
by the composition
T*'E '" -xv - E xME
*' -*,
.L4: • vT E E•
*' -*, n2 -*,v T E .. EXME --t E
Then we get the commutative diagram
and the homomorphism
*' *'
v ì E-----j~ E
~E ~ ~
E P ~ M
is an isomorphism on fibers.
3 - THE 5ECOND TANGENT AND COTANGtNT 5PACES OF A MANIFOLD.
l As a particular case of the previous results, let us consider
*'or ". (T M,Pr1,M)
